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J. MICHAEL ASUNCION 
Bethesda, MD ▪ 202-316-6384 ▪ asuncion1@kenyon.edu 

 
  SUMMARY 

Economics major with experience creating algorithms and analyzing data in various research and industry settings. Comfortable 

working in C++, Java, and Python. Seeking opportunities to contribute to the future of data-driven healthcare or financial companies.

 

EDUCATION 
  

Class of 2022 KENYON COLLEGE 

Bachelor of Arts in Economics 

▪ Men’s Lacrosse Team; Vice President, Kenyon Finance Club; Minority Athletes at 
Kenyon; The Bench Radio; 3.42 GPA. 

EXPERIENCE 

June 2021 - 
Present 

 

 

 
Fall 2018 – May 
2021 

 

 
January 2021 - 
May 2021 

 

 

 

 
December 2020 - 
January 2021 

 

 
MORGAN STANLEY 

Wealth Management Intern 

▪ Perform research and analysis on investment opportunities in equities, fixed-income, 
alternative investments, and more. 

▪ Create and modify financial plans. 

LOWRY CENTER (KENYON ATHLETIC CENTER) 

Customer Service Specialist 

▪ Provided exceptional service by staffing the Lowry Center front desk, answering 
questions for students, faculty, community-members, and visitors. 

MAVERICK HEALTH POLICY 

Policy Intern 

▪ Reported on relevant news in federal regulations and investments in value-based 
care, health IT, primary care, and digital care through newsletter alerts to clients. 

▪ Performed market and regulatory research to create strategy recommendations for 
clients. 

DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE 

Volunteer for Raphael Warnock and John Ossoff Senate Campaigns 

▪ Engaged in and organized grassroots advocacy efforts for the 2021 Georgia Senate 
run-off elections. 

 

 
Milwaukee, WI 

 

 

 

 
Gambier, OH 

 

 

 
Washington, D.C. 

 

 

 

 

 
Atlanta, GA 

 

Summer 2020 ALEDADE INC. 

Growth Operations and Marketing Intern 

▪ Supported the Growth and Marketing Team by performing research, drafting reports, 
and conducting outreach. 

▪ Refined kills with client-relations (specifically facilitating trust), data collection and 
analysis, PowerPoint, and Microsoft Excel. 

Summer 2020 BEACON POINTE ADVISORS 

Summer Seminar Attendee 
▪ In lieu of an in-person internship, attended a virtual, summer-long, weekly 

internship series on Financial Planning and Investments. 

Summer 2019 FORBES TATE PARTNERS 

Public Affairs & Policy Intern 
▪ Forbes Tate is a political consulting firm specializing in government relations, public 

affairs, grassroots advocacy, and corporate business development services. 
▪ Contributed to multiple client teams by monitoring news and social media, drafting 

daily news and policy updates for clients, and writing original content on a range of 
issues including: Healthcare, Medicare for All, climate change, and tax policy. 

Bethesda, MD 

 

 

 

 
Newport Beach, CA 

 

 

 
Washington, D.C. 

PERSONAL 
 

 

▪ Second Degree Black Belt, Tae Kwon Do 

▪ Inner City Volunteer Coach, Winners Lacrosse 

▪ Bilingual Volunteer, Rosemount Center Head Start 

mailto:asuncion1@kenyon.edu


 

Emma Becker 
Rocky River, OH    ·     (440) 665-6679    ·    becker2@kenyon.edu 

 
Summary 

Kenyon senior with four years of research experience in chemistry and biochemistry, seeking networking opportunities with alumni. Excited 

to start a new job as an analytical chemist at Oakwood Labs in Cleveland, OH in June with plans to pursue a PhD In the near future. A detail-

oriented researcher and strong writer who is committed to clear communication, cooperation, and making an impact in medicine through 

chemistry. 

 

Education 

Kenyon College, Gambier OH  Expected graduation: May 2022 

Bachelor of Arts in Biochemistry, Minor in English  GPA: 3.98 

Research Experience                                                                                                 

MD Anderson Cancer Center Intern, Dr. Agathe Bourgogne  June-Aug 2021 

● Employed in the Therapeutics Discovery Division to oversee the development of a comprehensive Target Product Profile for a novel 

biologic drug currently in development. Worked extensively with team members to coordinate the project. 

Ohio State University-Kenyon Pelotonia Cancer Research, Dr. Yan Zhang  May-Jul 2020 

● Participated full time in a computational public health research project at the Ohio State University James Comprehensive Cancer 

Center with a faculty mentor. Used R and Docker programming languages extensively to code an algorithm that predicts COVID-19 

test results using biological markers and symptoms. 

Chemical Research, Dr. Mo Hunsen  Jan 2020-Present 

● Enrolled in a 2 semester-hour Kenyon College independent chemistry research course with a faculty advisor. Tested synthesized 

cinnamic acid-based compounds on cancer cell lines to look for effects on viability and inflammation. Competent in cell culture, 

preparing compound dilutions and plate-based assays, and analyzing viability data using spectrophotometry.                                                                       

Summer Science Cascade Scholar, Dr. Mo Hunsen May-Aug 2019 

● Worked full time on an organic chemistry research project coupling carbohydrates to bioactive cinnamic acids. Compounds were 

later tested on cancer cell lines as potential anticancer agents. Skills include organic synthesis in a variety of conditions (reflux, light 

and moisture sensitive, air-free), standard workups, NMR spectra analysis, and column chromatography. 

Work Experience 

Lead Tutor for Organic Chemistry Lecture  Feb 2021 - Present 

Kenyon College, Department of Chemistry 

● Assists 25-30 students with classwork during lectures. Tutors students individually three days per week – helps with study strategies, 

homework problems, and notes. 

Teaching Assistant for Introductory and Organic Chemistry Labs  Sept 2019 - Dec 2020                   

Kenyon College, Department of Chemistry        

● Assistant professor for chemistry lab course. Helped students with lab techniques and assignments, performed demonstrations of lab 

procedures, and conducted skill assessments. 

Instructional Technology Intern  Oct-Aug 2018-19, Sept-Dec 2020 

Kenyon College, Center for Innovative Pedagogy (CIP) 

● Aided professors in using technology and innovative teaching methods by captioning video lectures, assembling a bibliography 

of new pedagogical literature, and reviewing relevant articles for the CIP website. 

Honors/Awards 

● Barry Goldwater Scholarship, Chemical Rubber Company Chemistry Achievement Award, Kenyon Honor Scholarship, Phi Beta 

Kappa Scholar, National Merit Scholar. 

Volunteering and Involvement 

American Red Cross  May-Aug 2020 

● Volunteered as a blood drive receptionist (50+ hours). Oversaw donors’ check-in and ensured COVID-19 guidelines were followed. 

KSTEM Mentoring  Sept 2019-May 2020 

● Served as a mentor to a first-year science student. Helped with study strategies and introduction to research on campus. 

Knox Community Hospital  Jan-March 2019 

● Volunteered weekly in the emergency room, cleaned rooms for patients, restocked supplies, and kept inventory. 

Athletic Leadership 

Collegiate DIII College Cross Country  Aug 2018-Present 

● NCAA DIII All-American and Academic All-American, NCAA DIII Ohio 2019 Runner of the Year 

● Spends 15-20 hours weekly at practices and races. Helps to organize team events and banquets, and volunteers with teammates to 

time swim meets. 

Collegiate DIII Indoor/Outdoor Track and Field  Jan 2018-Present 

● Kenyon Athlete MVP 2019, NCAC Runner-Up 2019. Spends 20-25 hours weekly at practices and meets. 

mailto:becker2@kenyon.edu


Aidan Joseph Clarkson
(740) 462-2424 • clarkson1@kenyon.edu

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY: Undergraduate chemistry researcher and former varsity swimmer, now
pursuing a PhD in Organic Chemistry. Disciplined and goal-oriented with post graduate plans for a career
in the pharmaceutical industry.

EDUCATION AND COURSEWORK
Kenyon College, STEM Scholar, Class of 2022
Major: Chemistry, Minors: Math and Spanish
GPA: 3.83
Merit list: 2018-2021
Relevant Coursework: Organic Chemistry I and II (with labs), Advanced Organic Chemistry, Physical
Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry (with lab), Analytical Chemistry, Biochemistry (with lab), Chemical
Biology, Multivariable Calculus, Linear Algebra, Applied Differential Equations, Introduction to
Programming, Introductory Biology (with lab), Classical Physics (with lab), Modern Physics (with lab),
Drug Interactions and the Body (with community-engaged learning component)

WORK EXPERIENCE
Organic Chemistry Lab Teaching Assistant – Kenyon College – Gambier, OH – Aug.-Dec. 2020
● Aided professor in instructing students on organic chemistry lab synthetic and analytical techniques
● Prepared reagents, calibrated analytical machines, and maintained a safe lab environment

Park maintenance – Mount Vernon City Parks Department – Mount Vernon, OH – May-July 2020
● Constructed and followed a detailed and efficient plan to water over 300 trees each week
● Worked with maintenance staff to maintain grass and trees in public parks and take inventory of tree

species
Swim Camp Counselor – Total Performance Swim Camps – Gambier, OH – June 2019-June 2019
● Supervised and coached groups of between 20 and 50 kids (ages 8 to 18)
● Led camp games and activities and oversaw safety and wellbeing of campers

Head Lifeguard, Swim Instructor – Kenyon Athletic Center – Gambier, OH – May 2016-Aug. 2020
● Taught one-on-one swim lessons to over 60 beginners (ages 3-12)
● Organized lifeguard schedule and ensured coverage of pool hours

RESEARCH EXPERIENCE AND LAB SKILLS
Undergraduate Researcher – Kenyon College – Gambier, OH – Aug. 2020-Present
● Formulating efficient caprolactone synthesis to study controlled polymer degradation in Dr. Yutan

Getzler’s lab
Visiting Researcher – University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill – May 2021-July 2021
● Successfully developed novel catalytic scaffold in Dr. Jeffrey Johnson’s lab
● Screened catalysts for efficacy in diastereoselective transformations

Lab Skills
● 1H, 13C, and 31P NMR; fluorescence, IR, and UV-Visible spectroscopy, X-ray powder diffraction
● Column chromatography, thin-layer chromatography, high-performance liquid chromatography

OTHER SKILLS
● Professional working proficiency in Spanish
● Proficiency in R, Maple, and MATLAB

mailto:clarkson1@kenyon.edu


Olivia Cowan 
New York, NY, 860-488-2817, cowan1@kenyon.edu 

PROFILE        Passionate about reading, writing, learning, cultural competency and mental health. Interested in working in fields related to 
child psychology, Autism Spectrum Disorder and clinical research. Long term goal is to apply knowledge of psychology and 
neuroscience, leadership and interpersonal skills to pursue a career in clinical psychology. 

EDUCATION 
Aug 2018 - present   Kenyon College,  B.A. in Psychology                                                                                  Gambier, OH 

• Psychology Major with a Concentration in Neuroscience 
• Cumulative GPA: 3.86; Merit List: 2018, 2019, 2020 
• Extracurriculars: Social Board Club and Math & Science Skills Center Tutor 

Feb 2017 - June 2017    The Island School                                                                                                 Eleuthera, The Bahamas 
A semester program focused on marine ecology, sustainability, research, leadership and community, training and 
completion of a half marathon. 
• SCUBA Certified Research 
• Assistant for Graduate Student Research, Cape Eleuthera Institute 

EMPLOYMENT 
Sept 2021- present       Research Assistant, Kenyon Psychological Neuroscience Lab, Kenyon College  Gambier, OH 

• Collect electroencephalography (EEG) data on non-verbal social recognition from eye gaze, facial expressions, 
facial recognition, body posture, and facial identity.     

June - August 2021       Counselor, Brave Buddies, The Child Mind Institute          New York, NY  
• Trained in Parent-Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT) to work with children 3-13 years diagnosed with Selective 

Mutism (SM).  
• Counseled SM children in group therapy to help verbalize and gain exposure to social situations.  

May - June 2021      Intern, Health Careers Opportunity Program (HCOP) , NYU Langone Health              New York, NY 
• Shadowed social workers, psychologists, and vocational therapists at the NYU Langone Hospital over a 4-

week period to learn about the services the hospital provides and the challenges these professionals face daily.  
• Administered cognitive exams, interacted with patients and learned the process of intake and evaluation.  

June 2020 - May 2021  Intern, Program for Medical Education & Innovations (PrMEIR), NYU School of Medicine       Remote 
• Selected out of thousands of college students for innovative and advanced research experience to furnish a 

wealth of knowledge about careers in the healthcare industry and skills required to enter the field. 
• Led the Professional Identity Exemplars (PIE) research initiative to produce coded narrative responses using 

Kegans Subject-Object Interview (SOI), formulate quantitative reports, content analysis of themes, and gener-
ated a conceptual model. 

• Developed an institution-wide qualitative survey about professionalism in Qualtrics. Organized both qualitative 
and quantitative data into REDCap and sorted the data in Excel and pivot tables.  

Oct 2020 - May 2021    Research Assistant, Kenyon College         Gambier, OH 
• Conducted a literature review to understand how globally-linked courses correspond with a liberal arts mission 

statement and how they can promote cultural competence in an academic setting. 
June 2015 - Aug. 2020    Waterfront Supervisor, Senior Lifeguard, Swim Instructor, Cream Hill Lake Association   Cornwall, CT 

July 2015-Aug.2018      Camp Counselor, Blue Door Art Camp & FC Sarum Soccer                                             Lakeville, CT 

ACADEMIC PROJECTS  
Psych 437: Kenyon College, Gambier Ohio (Professor Andrew Engell) - This year long seminar course was designed to chal-

lenge students to take initiative and conduct an independent study. The goal of the class was to develop and conduct a research 
experiment pertaining to EEG analysis of facial perception. I constructed a NSF Grant Proposal, generated the necessary materials 
to conduct the study and began recruiting participants. My study aimed to determine if trustworthy judgements and facial percep-
tion are processed through the same neural pathway.  

VOLUNTEERING  
January 2021 - present  Knox County Head Start             Mount Vernon, OH 

• Support teachers with classroom activities and supervise children in whichever classroom needs support, often 
the infant toddler room. Generate age appropriate activities and demonstrations to boost cognitive develop-
ment.   

INDUSTRY SKILLS 
Proficient in qualitative research and data analysis software (Excel, Powerpoint, Qualtrics, R-studio, IBM SPSS Sta-
tistics, REDCap, PsychoPy, EEG). Trained in Patient Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT). CPR certified.  

mailto:cowan1@kenyon.edu


Megan   Liu   Hasenfratz   
meghasenfratz@gmail.com     |  617-710-9824   |  LinkedIn.com/in/mhasenfratz          

S U M M A R Y

Multilingual, young professional seeking marketing/communications opportunities across multiple industries. Critical
thinker, cogent writer, and confident facilitator committed to fostering creative and inclusive approaches to help brands
connect more deeply with consumers.

E D U C A T I O N   

Bachelor   of   Arts,   Biology   and   Dance Expected Graduation:   May   2022 
Kenyon   College Gambier, OH

E X P E R I E N C E  

EF Education First Shanghai, China
Marketing Intern April 2020 - September 2021
● Spearheaded social media campaigns to boost engagement with EF Instagram accounts curating weekly content

and increased follower count by 49% during the first year

Kenyon   College   Office   of   Admissions   Gambier,  Ohio 
Senior   Admissions   Fellow   August   2021   -   present   
● Serve as a key contributor to the Kenyon admissions effort by conveying the tangible and intangible qualities

that distinguish the Kenyon experience
● Participate in and/or moderate hour-long panels, interviewing prospective students, and writing succinct

evaluations admissions staff utilize to make acceptance decisions

 Kenyon   College   Modern Languages & Literatures  Department  Gambier,  Ohio    
Chinese   Assistant   Teacher;   Chinese   FLATnet   tutor    January  2019   -   present   
● Collaborate  with   faculty  and fellow   assistant   teachers   to   ensure   efficient   classroom   standards   and   teaching
● Foster confidence in tutees in one-on-one teaching settings  

Kenyon   College   Office   of   Residential   Life                                                                                                  Gambier,   Ohio 
Community   Advisor   May   2020   -   May   2021   
● Established positive interpersonal relationships with residents
● Programmed activities to engage residents beyond academic endeavors
● Hosted one-on-one meetings to provide support for residential concerns
● Performed duty rotations to monitor the physical state and emotional climate of assigned residential area

 Goldman   Sachs,   MIT,   Yunnan University   in  Kunming   Kunming,   China                   
Research   Assistant   July  2019   -   September   2019   
● Facilitated research on efficacy of Goldman Sachs 10,000 Women initiative to foster economic growth by

providing women entrepreneurs world-wide with business and management education, and access to capital
● Findings indicated, on average, graduates quadrupled revenue within 30 months of graduating at an average rate

of 78% per year

Raffles   Hospital   Singapore,   Singapore
Medical   Intern     May  2019   -   July   2019   
● Assisted  physical   therapists   and   pediatric   physicians  in helping patients regain movement and manage pain
● Gained   insight   into   medical   work   within   healthcare   systems   within   S.E.   Asia  

S K I L L S   

Languages:  English  (Native Speaker),  Mandarin  Chinese   (Working Proficiency)
Software:  R-Studio, Adobe Premiere Pro, Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint)



EMMA HYER 
hyer1@kenyon.edu | 312-662-2979 | https://www.linkedin.com/in/emmahyer/ 

 
Psychology major and student-athlete interested in health care, especially pediatric and adolescent mental health; 
extensive experience working with children, including those with autism and other neurological disorders; earned 
an EMT license during the pandemic; summer intern at a healthcare start-up in drug development; trusted Kenyon 
employee; entrepreneurial spirit; and a strong background across the sciences.   
 
EDUCATION 
 

KENYON COLLEGE: Bachelor of Arts candidate (BA)   Class of May 2022 
Psychology major: broad array of psychology, neuroscience and chemistry classes. 
 
EMSTA College: EMT Program, August 2020 & AHA Basic Life Support (CPR and AED)  summer 2020  
National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians (NREMT): certification.  August 2021 
 
LATIN SCHOOL of CHICAGO: Class of 2018 

 
EXPERIENCE 
 

Kenyon College Office of Admissions: Admissions Fellow 2021 – present 

 Interview and assess high school students for admission to Kenyon. 

Kenyon College Office of Admissions: Tour Guide  fall 2020  – spring 2021 

 Conducted campus tours for prospective students and families (virtual and in-person). 

International Center for Autism & Neurodevelopment (ICAN), Bellevue, WA: Intern  summer 2021 

 Collaborated with a multidisciplinary team of psychologists, speech pathologists and occupational 
therapists on innovative programs for children with autism and other neurological disorders. 

Self-employed: Coach  fall 2020-present 

 Developed clientele for private field hockey lessons for middle school players. 

International Medical Aid: Pre-Physician Assistant internship June 2020  

 Opportunity to be mentored by and shadow healthcare professionals in an under-resourced country.   

 Deferred due to pandemic. 

Scouts BSA of America, Camp Oljato, Huntington Lake, CA: Counselor summer 2019 

 Leadership role for 350 campers in the High Sierras; taught merit badge, hiking, and camping skills.  

ResQ Pharma, Chicago, IL:  Intern summer 2018  

 Summarized case reports for a start-up developing a product for non-opioid overdoses.  

 Assisted with content development for a new website.  

Lycée Français Chicago World Camp/Mandarin Immersion, Chicago, IL:  Assistant  summer 2015 – 2018  

 Managed grade school summer campers on field trips, speaking only Mandarin.  
 
COLLEGIATE LEADERSHIP  
 

Division III Varsity Athlete, field hockey:  Co-captain 2021; NCAC champions 2021; co-champions 2019.  

 Developed keen time management skills due to practice, game, travel, and conditioning requirements. 

 Learned that persistence and teamwork can positively influence team spirit and game results.   

Asian Identities: Vice President; an alliance of Asian and Asian American students that celebrates Asian culture 
and explores relevant issues and relationships with others.   

Campus Mediator: Selected for a new campus-wide program to prevent and resolve conflict within the college 
community through peer-to-peer mediation and dialogue. 

Greek Council Task Force for Diversity & Inclusion: Reviewed standards that govern Greek life on campus, and 
as a result, codified that there be an inclusivity statement in all of Greek life. 

Zeta Alpha Pi, Sorority, Public Relations and Social Chair: Conduct outreach to women and organize events 
addressing women’s issues.   

mailto:hyer1@kenyon.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/emmahyer/


Skyler Lesser-Roy 

Larchmont, NY | e: s.lesserroy@gmail.com | p: 914-629-6995  

Interested in entering fields of public health and health policy, with a focus on mental health initiatives. 

Previous experience in public health messaging, outreach, and leadership. 

 

Education 

Kenyon College | Gambier, Ohio | May 2022 | Bachelor of Arts candidate 

• Political Science major with a Public Policy Concentration 

• Music Major 

• Chinese minor 

• Clubs: Student Council (Sophomore and Junior Class President 2019-2021, Chair of Health and Safety 

Committee 2021-2022), Member of the Emotional Health Task Force, President and Founder of Active 

Minds at Kenyon College 

 

Mamaroneck High School | Mamaroneck, New York 

• High School Diploma, June 2018 

• Clubs: National Honors Society (Treasurer), Tri-M Music Honors Society (President), Peer Leaders, Model 

Congress. 

 

Experience 

Active Minds at Kenyon College | Gambier, Ohio | August 2021-present | President and Founder 

• Started a local chapter of Active Minds at Kenyon College to promote and teach mental wellness. 

Ignite Mental Health | Remote | June 2021-present | Campus Leader 

• Working within a pilot program to influence legislation regarding student mental health. 

Kenyon College | Gambier, Ohio | May 2021-June 2021 | Campus Connector 

• Helped rising Sophomores transition to campus after a year of virtual education, answering questions about 

academic and extra-curricular opportunities. 

Active Minds | Remote | January 2021-April 2021 | Program Intern 

• Worked closely with program managers to spread information regarding mental health across college 

campuses.  

• Worked frequently in Salesforce to organize data. 

Tedra Cobb for NY-21 | Remote | July 2020-November 2020 | Field Intern 

• Recruited student volunteers to work for the campaign and lead a team of volunteers in training to learn 

how to phone and text bank. 

U.S. Census Bureau | Westchester, New York | June 2020-October 2020 | Enumerator 

• Worked with census technology to conduct hundreds of census interviews across the county. 

Emotional Health and Well-Being Task Force at Kenyon College | September 2019-June 2020 | Student 

Member  

• Worked with staff, faculty, and administrators to develop mental health resources across the college. 

• Ultimately provided a report to the President of the college, detailing initiatives for improvement.  

Shelley Mayer, State Senator for 37th District of New York | Portchester, New York | May 2019-August 2019 | 

Research and Canvassing Intern 

• Support day-to-day activities of Senator’s office, including administrative, research, and operational 

support. 

• Worked with constituents closely to help them access healthcare resources within the county.  

Skills 

• Salesforce, Microsoft Word, VoteBuilder, Mental Health First Aid, Leadership 

mailto:s.lesserroy@gmail.com


Myra Miller 
 Indianapolis, IN | miller3@kenyon.edu | 317.430.0583 

Research-oriented chemistry major seeking opportunities for positions in  
the lab or research field. Critical thinker, attention to detail, and dedicated to work. 

Education 

Kenyon College | Gambier, OH                      Graduation: May 2022 
GPA: 3.53, Bachelor of Arts | Major: Chemistry, Minor: Anthropology 
Awards: Kenyon Educational Enrichment Program (KEEP) Scholar - A premier four-year program 
through Kenyon College’s Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 

Experience 

Kenyon College           Gambier, OH 
Researcher             Aug. 2021 to Present 

- Participated in independent research on Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) and porphyrin 
synthesis under supervision of professor John Payton 

- Worked on synthesizing an azobenzene-porphyrin unit that binds to the surface of a MOF to 
create a stimuli-responsive MOF which can be used in drug delivery 

- Instruments used to analyze experimental results: Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 
Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis), High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), 
and Infrared spectroscopy (IR) 

Senior Capstone                      Aug. 2021 to Present 
- Researched stimuli-responsive mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) and their use as drug 

delivery systems in the field of cancer treatment 
- Focused on the various methods used to create a MSN-based drug carrier and compared which 

method is most effective 
- Concluded exercise with a literature review paper based on my chosen topic and a presentation 

on two primary sources from my paper to Kenyon’s chemistry department 

Kenyon College Office of Admissions          Gambier, OH 
Senior Fellow & Tour Guide           Aug. 2019 to Present 

- Interviewed prospective students and provided detailed written evaluations to admissions 
counselors 

- Gave campus tours, participated on information session panels, and answered questions from 
prospective students and families 

- Attended weekly trainings with academic departments and campus services to provide 
information to prospective students and families 

Lululemon                   Indianapolis, IN 
Educator            May to Aug.’19 / Aug. ’20 to Jan.’21 / May ’21 to Present 

- Communicated with guests on products tailored for their interest by educating guests about the 
fabrics, features, fit, and function of a product 

- Worked independently processing stock and preparing online orders for shipping 

Leadership     

Varsity Women’s Swimming and Diving            Kenyon College • Gambier, OH 
Diver                  Sept. 2018 to Jan. 2020 / Dec 2021 to Present 

- Provided dedication, teamwork and leadership by attending daily practices and meets 
- Placed 7th (three meter) and 8th (one meter) at 2019 NCAC Championship 
- Coached local high school diving team and led monthly diving clinics 

  

Epsilon Delta Mu                  Kenyon College • Gambier, OH 
Sorority Sister              Jan. 2019 to Present 

- Positions held: Social Chair (Fall ’21 to Present, Fall ’20), Social Committee (2019-20) 
- Maintained a budget, led a social committee, and promoted social events 
- Planned events: mixers, formals, sister activities, and all-campus and philanthropy events 

Skills 
Lifeguard certified with CPR/AED for Professional Rescuers and First Aid



Jakkie M. Tomlinson 
tomlinson1@kenyon.edu | 516-350-7555 | Linkedin.com/in/jakkie-tomlinson 

Rockville Centre, New York 

SUMMARY 
 

Psychology major with a passion to work with the criminal population and mentally ill. Committed to eliminating 

barriers to treatment and implementing change for people with serious mental illness. Seeking employment 

opportunities in New York aligning with the philosophy that anyone with proper rehabilitative skills can live a 

meaningful & productive life. 

 
EDUCATION 

 

Bachelor of Arts, Psychology and Latino studies Concentration, Expected May 2022 Kenyon College Gambier, 

OH ∙ Independent Research Project : collaborated with psychology faculty to investigate which modes of learning 

are the most influential at learning and retaining American Sign Language (ASL); Awards: Merit List 

 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

 

 

U.S. Pretrial Services Agency, Eastern District of New York, Central Islip, NY Student Contractor June 

2021-August 2021. 

● Collected urine samples from defendants for drug testing; Recorded results into PACTS 

● Notified pretrial services officer of results; Maintained contact with each pretrial services officer to ensure all 

defendants required to undergo urinalysis were tested. 

● Updating case reports and defendant information into PACTS 

● Coordinating with officers from other districts regarding defendant supervision 

● Conducted defendant or third-party interviews as assigned 

● Collecting, updating, and auditing passports for the national passport database 

● Performed investigative or research activities as assigned 

● Accompanied Pretrial Officers to selected field locations/visits, interviews, and Court Proceedings/Conferences 

● Performed receptionist, administrative and other related duties as assigned; Participated in training as assigned 

● Performed filing /scanning of supervision documents into case files 

● Assisted Electronic Monitoring Unit with designated administrative tasks 

 
The Flour Shoppe Café, Rockville Centre, NY Waitress July 2020- January 2021. 

 

Rockville Centre Recreation Center, Rockville Centre, NY Camp Counselor June 2018-June 2020 

 

 
LEADERSHIP & SERVICE 

 

Green Dot Certification, Kenyon College Gambier, OH 2018-Present ∙ Promote awareness/prevention of dating 

violence, sexual violence and stalking through various meetings and events on campus 

 
KCAE (Kenyon College Athletes for Equality) Kenyon College Gambier, OH 2018-Present. Membership in a 

student-led organization to promote visibility for LGBTQ athletes through meetings/events/social gatherings. 

 
Women’s Basketball Team, Kenyon College Gambier, OH 2018-Present ∙ Monthly community service 

activities/involvement as part of team building/responsibility. These have included Kokosing River clean up, and 

volunteering at the Kiwanis Community Center  

 

mailto:tomlinson1@kenyon.edu


Julia Williams
juwms1@gmail.com | 614-738-5967

SUMMARY
Driven and compassionate psychology major with experience working with children and survivors of sexual
assault. Seeking employment in the Columbus, Ohio area in the fields of mental health or social work.
Passionate about helping others and increasing access to mental health care for low-income individuals.

EDUCATION
Kenyon College: Major – Psychology; Minor – French
Gambier, OH | August 2019 – May 2022

● GPA: 4.0 | Merit List 2019-2020, 2021
Colgate University
Hamilton, NY | August 2018 – May 2019

● GPA: 3.89 | Dean’s Award with Distinction 2018-2019

WORK EXPERIENCE
Kenyon College – French Apprentice Teacher | Gambier, OH | Jan. 2020 – now

● Teach classes entirely in French 3x a week to Intro French students
● Prepare lessons to reinforce concepts and introduce new material

Wyzant.com – French and Elementary Math and Language Arts Tutor | remote | May 2020 – now
● Design interactive, exciting lessons and curriculum tailored to each student’s skill level and needs
● Guide students (ages 5 – 16) in improving their French, math, and ELA skills in a one-on-one setting

Wiggin St Elementary School – 4th Grade Reading and Math Tutor | Gambier, OH | Aug. 2019 – Mar. 2020
● Tutored students in reading and math individually and in small groups
● Worked closely with 4th grade teachers to best support and accommodate the needs of students

Kenyon College – Office of Communications Assistant | Gambier, OH | Aug. 2019 – Dec. 2019
● Labeled and filed electronic documents detailing Kenyon events into appropriate student/alumni folders
● Oversaw the organization and selection of class notes for Kenyon Alumni Bulletin

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Sexual Assault Response Network of Central Ohio | remote | June 2021 – now

● Support survivors of sexual assault as a volunteer advocate on the 24/7 Ohio Sexual Violence Helpline
● Connect survivors with resources and provide a confidential, non-judgmental space to process
● Completed a 40-hr sexual violence advocate training and engage in additional in-service trainings

Kenyon College First Year Experience | Gambier, OH | June – Sept. 2020
● Assisted students in building connections with each other and upper-level students as orientation leader
● Advised students on registration and academic requirements and introduced them to support services

Partnership of East Knox and Kenyon | Gambier, OH | Aug. 2019 – Dec. 2019
● Brought extracurricular and new learning opportunities to students at East Knox Elementary School
● Used research experience to advise 5th grader on a semester-long creative research project

Hamilton Central School | Hamilton, NY | Sept. 2018 – May 2019
● Mentored 1st grade student in children’s after school literacy program
● Helped build confidence and reading skills through phonics and fluency practice

SKILLS
Bilingual (English and French) | Familiar with SPSS statistical analysis software |
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